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My attention was immediately caught by
Dr Knight’s admission that as a child she
played on the banks of the Manawatu, but
never gave any thought to the nature of the
river, or the land that it travelled through. No
sight and no sound of native birds, no aware-
ness of the speed, extent and drama of a
century of extreme environmental transforma-
tions. Twenty years earlier I shared her expe-
rience and swam in the river, blissfully
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ignorant of water quality issues. How could we
know so little? This book remedies our envi-
ronmental amnesia.

Dr Knight begins with an analysis of
pre-European settlement: middens reveal that
coastal moa-hunters had well-connected inter-
regional trade networks. But this trade
declined sharply due to some catastrophic nat-
ural event in the 1500s, perhaps a tsunami
(many coastal areas in New Zealand are tsu-
nami prone). Afterwards, classical M�aori set-
tlement hugged the rivers, used rich local
resources (timber, flax, fish and birds), but had
a light impact on the environment. Her book
then describes the European development his-
tory of the agricultural frontier as it swept
through the different geographies – sand coun-
try, swamp country, bush country and hill
country. Speed was the essence. In 1876, there
were only 772 acres of crops in Manawatu
County; six years later 6,964 acres had been
planted. Pastoral farming was established
more slowly but the environmental effects
were greater.

It took just 30 years to fell or burn the vast
impenetrable forests: lowland forests were not
protected by scenic reserves; there was no
regulation of forest on private land. The proc-
ess was not seen as destructive because clear-
ance meant the conversion of waste lands to
higher uses. The resultant hill country erosion
exacerbated flooding and siltation down-
stream paralleling US experience in the
Mississippi.

It took more than 50 years before the com-
pletion of the Moutoa flood scheme brought
flooding more or less under control. During
this time, rivers became open sewers for urban
and rural activities – Knight provides vivid
descriptions of effluent from meat works, wool
scours, flax mills and sewerage systems (and
latterly less visible but no less problematic dif-
fuse discharges from agricultural intensifica-
tion). Dr Knight explains how environmental
knowledge evolved: modification characterised
by a lack of environmental sensitivity predo-
minated, belatedly followed by adaptation.
For example, deforestation increased the inci-
dence and intensity of flooding; soil erosion

was at times regarded as normal; farming was
driven by an unfaltering belief in science and
technology as the solution to declining soil fer-
tility, or invasive weeds, or excess nutrient. In
the 19th and early 20th centuries most efforts
dealt with effects, by the end of the end 20th
century the emphasis had shifted to causes.
A gradual rise in sustainable management

occurred as local authorities and land own-
ers reluctantly acknowledged water degrada-
tion and the need for integrated
environmental management that set limits
on deleterious activities. One Plan (finally
adopted in 2013 after years of acrimony)
tackled the big four issues of the region –

water quality, water demand, hill country
land use and threatened indigenous habitats.
The Manawatu River Leaders Accord in
2010 sought to improve the ecological health
of the river and identified the need to deal
with the problems of sediment, excess nutri-
ents and physical changes from flood con-
trols to ensure the protection of native fish
and birds; and to manage water allocation.
It is probably too soon to determine any
impact from these initiatives, to see whether
all interest groups are actively supportive
and whether the policies will be implemen-
ted effectively.
It was a nice touch by the author, Catherine

Knight, to provide intergenerational case stud-
ies of family farm management on each land
type – sand country, floodplain, rolling country
and hill country. Ravaged Beauty is well
researched, has good illustrations and is a very
easy read. The lessons are not unique to the
Manawatu, but to lowland New Zealand gen-
erally. The book should be mandatory for
local body politicians, and planners, plus tea-
chers and students of agriculture, geography,
history and natural science at any scholastic
level. It could generate a host of research pro-
jects and, after 20 years or so, a retrospective
to determine whether the rebalancing policies
were effective.
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